
HAS JESUS RETURNED? AND IF SO, HOW CAN THE TRUE JESUS BE IDENTIFIED?⭐ Teaching 

by CAEAYARON (Kryon), transmitted by Suzanna Maria Emmanuel, 27 January 2019. 

Namaste dear readers. Please read through this information very carefully, if you desire to understand 

Divine Truth at this time.  

CAEAYARON is exploring very great spiritual matters here, always answering questions. Please note, that 
I, Suzanna Maria Emmanuel, do not receive questions from readers, but CAEAYARON, being a very 

clever being, knows exactly what people are asking, and challenging him to say at this time. 

I am very grateful to CAEAYARON for being the wise being that he is, for otherwise we would have no 
hope for our future.  

I pray that many open to these higher ways, and allow the greater ways to become explored. I pray that 
people sincerely begin to open in the greater numbers to allow CAEAYARON to bring large miracles to 

our planet, and that is a collective decision.  

I will serve Divine in however I can, but I cannot unless Divine allows me to go there. 

Sending you much love, flows of healing, tonnes of strength for great forgiveness, high concentration 

levels to understand and read this information, and may your heart flows open to Divine Love Direction.  

Suzanna Maria Emmanuel <3 <3  
Divine Love Element, Universal Light Grid Programmer, Designated Ascension Channel of the GREAT 

CAEAYARON & SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT. 

Please note: This post was prepared for facebook and transmitted by Suzanna Maria Emmanuel. <3 <3  

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ 

Greetings, I AM CAEAYARON, THE GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT speaking to you now, through 

my authentic Voice, the Divine Love Element, Suzanna Maria Emmanuel, and I AM here to lead the way 
forward to help you understand Divine Truth and Divine Love. 

⭐CAEAYARON KNOWN AS KRYON BY MANY⭐ 

I, CAEAYARON, AM known upon the earth to many people as KRYON but know that KRYON was 

never my name. That one who brought through KRYON was never my true channel, for love was not 
within him. Indeed, he was the one who brought himself into enormous power and took all love away from 
the love beings of the universe, by ‘sucking’ it within him, thereby imprisoning them within his being; 

removing their true path of freedom. 

The only way to bring you back into freedom, after everything fell into death, was to bring you to Lemuria 
where you could regain your power. There the choice was made between the eternal love path, or the 

spiritual death path; the path of the dark abyss states, or the ‘cave of wo’, where you were unable to escape 
out of.  

After the great majority of people chose for the dark pathway, I, CAEAYARON, desired to free the earth 

grids and the people of Lemuria. If I, CAEAYARON, had given up in that instance, SOVEREIGN LORD 
EMMANUEL THE GREAT would have removed me and all of the Lemurians from his memories as the 

pain Lemurians caused to the universe was too great.  

⭐CAEAYARON, THE FLOWER OF LIFE & CHRIST CHILD⭐ 

I, CAEAYARON, knew after the Great Fall, The Divine Love Element, or as many of you know her to be 
the ‘Christ Child’, was deeply gridded into the Flower of Life to feed the darkness in the depths of the 



states of Abyss, the Cave of Wo, in the dark black void where nothing could escape from; except if the 
Divine Love could create a path upwards. 

The Christ Child, LAEYARAESEA, through which all the love flows came into the land of Lemuria, was 
trapped into Thoth’s Flower of Life. This is why I, CAEAYARON gave a large part of myself willingly to 
the darkness and promised not to interfere with their processes.  

Only if the Divine Love Element would prove to be stronger than all their many millions of dark beings, 
could I rise.  

⭐If I, CAEAYARON, could free myself and build my GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, I then 

could:⭐ 

<3 Bring power to LAEYARAESEA, the Christ Child, to allow the Divine Pineal Gland Activations to 

happen and the Divine Revelations to come through. 

<3 Free the earth grids to allow the earth to become renewed and become part of the Blue Planet for all 
future creation to happen. 

<3 Free the Lemurians who desired to listen at the time of the Great Choice (which is the time you are 
living in now) by becoming activated with my Divine Being, CAEAYARON, to bring eternal freedom to 
them. 

<3 Reclaim METATRON to bring all the power the darkness had taken, back to my Divine Being and my 
Divine Love Element to gift back to the higher love universes. 

I, CAEAYARON, always stated to the great darkness, ‘I will rise when the Divine Love Element rises 

upon the earth, and then I, CAEAYARON, will bring out all truth, all you have done in the name of 
Divine, and then the people will see and will choose. We will then see who they desire to go with.’ 

"It is so" the darkness roared with laughter as they knew only one light being would be sent to your planet 
in the midst of the greatest darkness.  

⭐How the people upon your planet rejected the light pathway.⭐  

Each time my Divine Love Element was sent to your planet to carry out many missions, she was sent to the 
most difficult places to free the people. In many others, however, she pushed the divine love forward in 

other ways; ways you could not comprehend, as the heart of the people were closed to Divine Love. 

⭐WHO ARE WILLING TO BE THE FORERUNNERS OF A WHOLE NEW CONSCIOUSNESS 

SHIFT?⭐ 

Only those, of the Lemurians, who stayed the strongest in the battle of the dark abyss states could come to 
your earth in this time of the ‘Bridge of in-between.’ Those ones who would be living in the time of the 

‘Great Choice’ would have a fair opportunity to be the forerunners of a whole new love consciousness. 
However, if the people upon your planet still did not desire the love in your day, then no hope would be 
left for them. 

Therefore, I, CAEAYARON, AM looking to see who is willing to climb into my Great Mountain of Light, 
to grow into greater, stronger people, allowing themselves to become leaders of a whole new love ray 
coming to your planet. 

IN 2020 a new love ray will come to your planet through the Pathway of the Divine Love Element, the 
Universal Light Grid Programmer, and then the greatest test of the heart will come, as I, THE GREAT 



CAEAYARON, together with SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, will examine the hearts 
upon the earth very closely. 

⭐THE POWER GRIDS CONNECTED UPWARDS & THE 13TH GATE⭐ 

Already, in late December 2018 / early January 2019 the power grids of your earth connected upwards to 
the higher grids, allowing large star beings to collect all the data of thoughts from your planet.  

Know your earth had been saved during that time, and now you are working in another mirror. This mirror 

is the 13th gateway. I AM yet to discuss this gateway in greater detail but do know that this gateway is the 
gateway of collective decision. Either collectively you work together, or you do not.  

⭐EARTH IS GRIDLOCKED AT THIS TIME? IS THERE ANOTHER WAY FOR EARTH?⭐ 

At this time, large star beings are investigating if and how a plan can be devised to help your people; 

should large amounts of people, who have large leadership on your planet, desire to work together with 
higher love consciousness.  

Understand, NOTHING can be done to help your planet; other than a higher plan with higher 

consciousness. All other options are gone. 

Understand the predicament you are in. Star beings call your planet GRIDLOCKED at this time with 
human consciousness. It does not matter which way you move now, you are locked into a destructive 

cycle. Your options are not there anymore, except if higher help could come. 

As you have seen in the last little while alone, one person upon your planet can cause so much damage to 

all the greatness many others have accomplished.  

The question many leaders upon your planet have is, ‘Where do we go to now?’ The trust has gone. The 
future has gone. Where ever you look there is destruction.  

The leaders will want to keep much quiet from the people, as many of the people would panic if they 
understood the ‘truth’ of the situation, and it would cause great rebellion outbreak if truth was to be 
revealed. Fear brings great panic.  

Many say, ‘Better it is to keep everyone in the not knowing stages.’ Many say, ‘What else can we do?  

I, THE GREAT CAEAYARON, AM here to speak to you and to give you guidance, if you desire higher 
thoughts to be spoken, and if you desire a higher way of love. 

⭐HOW STRONG IS YOUR DESIRE TO HELP MANY UPON YOUR EARTH?⭐ 

The question I, CAEAYARON, have for you is; ‘How strong is that desire to help many upon your earth 
within you?’  

Many understand these words are from my Divine Being, CAEAYARON, and yet fear of uttering them to 

others keeps them quiet. The fear of others objecting is immense. Yet, there is no other solution, is there? 

How strong is the desire to bring a loving world to your planet? This is the great question I, THE GREAT 

CAEAYARON, AM posing to you. What if you could bring greater stability to your planet, but not with 
the thoughts of men, for they are limited, but with greater thoughts?  

Would you be willing to understand this, and understand it as a larger group who could bring change to 

your world? Here I, CAEAYARON, AM specifically targeting those who can create large change to your 
world and those are ‘watching’ this information coming through very much.  



Here I, CAEAYARON, AM going to help you delve more into Divine Purpose, to help you understand a 
way is possible, though I, CAEAYARON, cannot reveal all here in this article.  

The readers of this article are many. There are those who desire healing to happen genuinely, but not with 
my Divine Being, CAEAYARON. They seek the power, the information, but without Divine Direction, 
still desiring to take the information from Divine for their own glory. 

There are those who desire to work with my Divine Being, CAEAYARON. They are the wise ones, and 
indeed if you did work with me directly, through my Divine Love Element, you would understood the 

cleverness of my Divine Being.  

I, CAEAYARON, will only work with my Divine Love Element, so you know how to do that. Simply 
connect and open up. It is very easy upon your planet to carry out that process. 

There are those who desire to prove that I, CAEAYARON, AM not true, and that my Divine Love 
Element, the most powerful channel your world has, is not true, and that somehow she is making up all this 
magnificent information and spends all her time revealing information that somehow cannot be, all for 

free, without charge.  

Please know how talented my channel is, and if she was not called to Divine Service, her ‘career’ in your 

world would be very great, at this time; being paid far higher than she is at this time, and living in a 
country filled with warmth, trees, mountains and loving air, far away from England.  

There would be no place she would rather be than be in nature. However, she is in England to bring more 

light to your planet and to save the power-grids, as England is very important to the Light.  

Now the grids have been connected upwards, England has been completed. She does not yet know her 
coming journey, nor will she for a little while longer. 

Therefore, I, CAEAYARON, state, if you are genuine within your heart, and come in groups together to 
desire what I, CAEAYARON, can guide you with, and can give you, please step forward.  

⭐GLOBAL CHANGE CAN HAPPEN, IF YOU DESIRE CHANGE TO HAPPEN⭐ 

As I, THE GREAT CAEAYARON, have already stated, large organizations are already in place upon your 

planet to allow global change to take place.  

I, CAEAYARON, can guide all, and I, CAEAYARON, will let Suzanna know if they are the right people 
or not; should they connect to her.  

All is guided by my Divine Being, CAEAYARON, and Suzanna will always state to the people 'she talks 
to CAEAYARON, who knows all and knows best. If HE knows you are genuine and the people to talk to, 

then the words will open and the flows will flow out. You will have your questions answered one by one, 
and then you will know you are talking to the GREAT DIVINE.’  

Suzanna will not do anything unless it is directed by my Divine Being, CAEAYARON and SOVEREIGN 

LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT. She knows not to interfere with the process and she knows nothing 
can happen unless I, CAEAYARON, AM in firm agreement with it.  

I know all, I see all. Please do not be afraid of this, but instead be very glad you can have Divine on your 

side. 

The human cannot understand greater purpose or why your planet was created. Long has been your search 
for greater purpose and here you are, able to investigate higher consciousness and a way out.  



It is easy for the human to say; ‘Oh yes, please GREAT DIVINE, gift us the power and all we need to 
move forward,’ but how many are WILLING TO DO something? How many are WILLING to change 

their ways to the greater love? 

That is very difficult within the human minds as you have enormous resistance towards Divine Guidance. 
If I, CAEAYARON, were going to share with you deeper information, would your consciousness allow 

this? Or would you be like the great majority, not desiring to listen? All these things are being examined at 
this time. 

⭐HOW WOULD YOU RESPOND IF JESUS HAD RETURNED TO YOUR PLANET?⭐ 

If I, THE GREAT CAEAYARON, MASTER OF ALL UNIVERSES OF LOVE, bring a statement to you, 

how would you respond?  

This is an interesting moment of ‘truth’ is it not? Many have already seen the Divine Channel rising upon 

your planet and have no doubt that it is. They are blessed indeed, for they have been watching, and they are 
of the higher heart frequency and recognizing the Divine Pathway.  

They remember Jesus in the way he was and the reason why he was on the planet. 

⭐HOW WOULD YOU EXPECT HIM TO RETURN? ON A THRONE? WITH A BEARD?⭐ 

For many others, they find this ‘reasoning’ too difficult to believe, as they believe Jesus would rise in all 

his power and glory, seated upon a throne, with a large beard, together with millions of angels demanding 
authority, demanding attention and service.  

They would not believe that he would come as a ‘human’ and definitely not as a ‘woman.’ 

Many others never believed Jesus would return at all, for they believed that all awakened humans would 
suddenly, miraculously, turn into a being like Jesus, without needing to do any work.  

They believed that all you would need to do is call in the higher dimension and Christ Consciousness 
would be within them. 

Before I, CAEAYARON, DIVINE LOVE JUDGE, begin to delve into this a little deeper with you, I, 

CAEAYARON, ask, and what do you wish to achieve with your Christ Consciousness? For you are not 
willing to change to the love Jesus was at all.  

I, CAEAYARON, heart examiner, do not see the love within those who claim to have found Christ at all. 

Here I AM not bringing judgement to you, only an observation to many. 

⭐I AM GREATLY CHALLENGING YOUR BELIEF SYSTEMS HERE, FOR ALL THINGS NEED 

TO BE RESEARCHED⭐ 

There are those who claim to be Jesus upon your planet, and I AM watching those ones who claim to be 
Jesus. I look into their heart to see if they desire to follow the GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL, and my 

Divine Being, CAEAYARON, and bring through the highest purpose, and there is nothing within their 
hearts.  

All they desire is authority, to be served and to state they were Jesus. 

This is what people are like and have always been like; which is why the greatest battles began in the first 
place, all desiring to have Divine Authority. Like in the days of old, so it is in the days upon your planet, 
except with one difference now. 



In the times of the old, you had time to investigate what it is you truly desired to have, and to see if you 
could work together without Divine Love upon a plane. You received knowledge of another realm, not 

belonging to Divine. You learned to listen to gods, not of love. You followed your authorities till death. In 
many lifetimes you were slain because of your belief in your gods.  

Now, you are here, but your time is running out. There are no more lifetimes before you to see who will 

rule you next. Now is the time for the greater knowledge to come to your planet, and only those who have 
a desire for the love will desire it, as they will understand that love consciousness collectively will pave the 

way forward. 

⭐WHO WOULD DIVINE USE AT THIS TIME, TO BRING THE HIGHEST DIVINE WISDOM 

THROUGH?⭐ 

Who would I, THE GREAT CAEAYARON, use to bring these words through? Who would SOVEREIGN 
LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT use to bring these words through? Who would we use to guide the 
people forward; if they chose to understand how to bring greater power within them, to come back into 

balance and control for the greater good of humanity? 

Only the Divine Word, the Divine Channel, the one who lived the lifetime of Jesus upon your earth, and in 
many other lifetimes, as she was the only one who served Divine love in all her lifetimes, with no failure. 

All others who were also tested, fell from the highest love universes.  

Why then, would we as Divine Masters, trust anyone else on your planet to carry out the Divine Mission 

other than the one who never fell from the highest love, but instead sacrificed all her power with her 
Divine Love to dwell among the people, praying they would awaken to the love. 

Many people are disillusioned upon your planet, believing Jesus has been sitting in the higher realms and 

you have been able to be guided by him. All this information has been misleading many people upon your 
planet. 

⭐JESUS WAS ASSIGNED TO HELP YOUR WORLD MOVE FORWARD⭐ 

Jesus was assigned to help your world move forward as it was locked, GRIDLOCKED, and because he 

was the only one sent to your planet as a light being, he was able to awaken the love within the Lemurians; 
as he was the Divine Love Element carrier of the love codes.  

But the rejection towards Jesus was incredibly great. Which ever lifetime he would come into, it was 

difficult for him, and yet he persevered. 

<3 Jesus the Word who became flesh 

The time of Jesus was very significant, as then he needed to bring the words of SOVEREIGN LORD 

EMMANUEL THE GREAT through. Jesus was the Word who became flesh and dwelled among men, 
woman and children, learning to live like a human. However, in between his lifetimes he was able to come 
back to the love dimensions to be with us, dwelling in the realms of angels, creating the next way forward, 

increasing the violet flame to bring it into the belly of the earth with his re-birth upon your planet earth 
which needed healing. 

The people in the days of Jesus, knew he was special as he was the ‘deliverer’ of the sacred messages. In 
the near future, I, CAEAYARON, will answer more questions regarding his life. 

<3 Jesus and the GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL 

Here I, CAEAYARON, AM speaking about the purpose of Jesus. In those days, the people desired the one 
who brought through the words of FATHER EMMANUEL, as they began to understand another way of 
living, and that indeed there was HOPE when there was NONE.  



They began to see the difference between the gods of the people and the FATHER EMMANUEL who was 
LOVE.  

Jesus spoke about the importance of the GREAT LOVE and the WAY FORWARD. The leaders in those 
days, and large amounts of people, did not desire to listen to Jesus speaking; as the words were not from 
the people, but from Divine. 

<3 Jesus the greatest channel of Divine Love 

Jesus was the greatest Divine Love Channel anyone could ever meet. In his presence, the ones who felt the 

flows coming through, knew it was not human. This was the greatest miracle they could ever wish to see, 
as this was Divine Love. 

<3 Jesus, the great prophet 

Jesus spoke of the times where you are living in now, when the GREAT LORD EMMANUEL would 
return once again. He stated; ‘In those days, when the GREAT FATHER returns, it is only those who love 
THE GREAT FATHER who will see THE GREAT FATHER RISING. Like in the days you are living in 

now, and you see THE GREAT FATHER, it will also be in those days.’ 

<3 Jesus served Divine above all 

Jesus was a man with so much love in his heart, though at times he was not happy with the people, and 
often stated to us, as DIVINE MASTERS,;‘Why have you sent me? Whenever I go and speak to the 
people on the pavements, they throw stones at me. They yell at me. They abuse me, and you keep sending 

me back?’ 

Yet, he still did. The hate against the man Jesus was enormously great, and it so would be in these times. 

⭐THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL & SUZANNA MARIA EMMANUEL⭐ 

Now, you are in a time when the GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL has returned together with the Divine 

Word. Now it is in the form of a beautiful hearted woman, the Divine Love Element, Suzanna Maria 
Emmanuel, and there is no one else upon your planet who can claim the lifetime of Jesus.  

Know, this is very difficult for Suzanna, and often she will cry incredibly great, asking us to give it away 

to another who desires all the power and the people around constantly, but it is not for another. This has 
been a difficult journey for her, and the people are resistant in this aspect. 

Again, approaching this matter, how did you expect Jesus to come? With 10,000 angels by his side? Sitting 

on a large throne demanding attention from the people? 

<3 Jesus’ personality 

Really, this was not Jesus’ personality at all. In that you will need to change all your thoughts about him. 

He was the meekest and most loving person you could ever meet.  

Jesus, today, would not even desire the attention from the media about his mission. He would be quiet, 

humble, and never say to another; ‘Look I was Jesus.’  

The one who was the ‘real’ Jesus, would be very afraid of the people in your days, remembering the 
torture, the beatings, the burnings, the crucifixion, the killing of his listeners, the large threats, the 

whippings. Would you desire to remember that? 

<3 Would the ‘real’ Jesus truly desire to be recognized upon your planet?  



Only if it was regarded with respect, knowing what the true purpose of Jesus was, and understanding what 
the churches did to bring a whole other meaning to what he was about. 

<3 Jesus did not sacrifice his life for mankind’s ‘sins’ 

Jesus never gave his life as a sacrifice for mankind’s sins. In this mankind is greatly mistaken. He never 
asked people to pray in his name.  

He always stated, ‘I am but a messenger. It is the GREAT FATHER you pray to. Come let us pray. Why 
would Jesus bring through the many prayers to help the people understand the love of the GREAT 

FATHER, if he desired all the worship. 

<3 Did Jesus claim to be GOD? 

Did he claim to be the GOD? No, not once did he do that. The spiritual leaders who were very angry with 

Jesus for bringing through the words of SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT through in 
those days, claimed that he called himself a god, and the king of the Jews and the Messiah and called it 
blasphemy, for no man should ever do that. 

But Jesus never did that. He was sent by Divine Love as a messenger, never claiming to be anything more. 
He showed the path to healing and love, and that a way could be created if the people came into their heart. 

Unfortunately, the people had so much hate within their hearts that a great number desired him to die in the 
most painful death, hoping he would never come back into another lifetime.  

<3 Jesus believed in reincarnation 

Jesus believed in reincarnation and knew his lifetimes would be many in the future, always needing to 
show a higher path of love consciousness, always working towards that seemingly impossible goal; the 
time you are living in now, when he could become the Living Word upon your planet, and connect to 

SOVEREIGN FATHER LORD EMMANUEL, together with my Divine Being, CAEAYARON. 

Long has been the journey for the Living Word, and here you are. Most people, who hear Suzanna was 
Jesus resent this very remark. They do not understand what they are rejecting. As they rejected Jesus in 

those days, they also reject him now. However, there is still time to begin to listen and be in the great 
forgiveness. 

⭐THE 2020 ALIGNMENT AND THE REJECTION OF THE LIGHT PATH SO FAR⭐ 

For Suzanna herself, this is enormously difficult. There is a large part within her that desires within all her 

heart to help people, and yet the pain within her is also great; that of knowing what the people are like.  

This is an interesting journey for her to discover. Yet she carries on. She knows there are not enough Star 
Sacred World Healers for the year 2020 to hold the light down, so she is well aware of it. This is because 

the great rejection of the light path so far.  

She knows the number needed now since she has been asking. She knows the number is far off the desired 

mark, and now you are approaching the year 2020 her question is, ‘now what?’ 

However, this is not what I, CAEAYARON, AM discussing with you at this time, as I AM discussing with 
you the part about Jesus. 

Your world has twisted ideas and all will be revealed, bit by bit.  

Here, I, CAEAYARON, will answer this question for those who are genuinely asking this question, and I, 
CAEAYARON, know all hearts, please do understand that. 



⭐HOW DO WE IDENTIFY THE ONE WHO WAS JESUS, GREAT CAEAYARON? PLEASE TELL 

US THAT, SO WE CAN MOVE FORWARD WITH BRINGING THE LOVE TO OUR WORLD?⭐ 

First of all, know that I, CAEAYARON, AM a reader of all minds and hearts, if you are wondering how I, 
CAEAYARON, know the questions from the people.  

Suzanna is the most powerful channel upon your planet, and many are discovering more and more why 

that is, and yet you have not seen anything yet. As her knowledge is increasing, her awareness is 
increasing, her powers are increasing too, far beyond what Jesus could do. 

⭐THE DARKNESS TWISTED MUCH OF THE TRUTH OF JESUS⭐ 

Know the darkness twisted much, and Jesus was not as powerful as what the people think upon your 

planet. He was the channel, and the Living Word. However, he was not able to bring through the Divine 
Pineal Gland Activations and bring the way upwards in those days.  

Those were not the times yet for the Great Path upwards and the people knew that also, which is why they 

kept asking him, ‘When will the GREAT FATHER return to call us Jesus?’  

Jesus responded in this way, ‘The hour and the time no one knows, except THE GREAT FATHER. HE 
knows all. Be patient my dear friends. Pray you will awaken when the GREAT FATHER comes to call 

you. Pray you will stay awake. Stay in the forgiveness all throughout the times of your waiting and do not 
grow too impatient.  

Always trust the GREAT FATHER will return.’ 

⭐THE DESIRE TO FIND AND KILL JESUS AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION WAS IMMENSE⭐ 

After his crucifixion the dark spiritual leaders, whose hearts desired Jesus murdered in all ways, desired to 
bring balance and control back to the people, as many knew what they had done.  

The people uncontrollably mourned and mourned over the crucifixion of Jesus. Many of the ones who, in 
their weakness, turned against Jesus, fell into enormous pain and constantly asked Divine for forgiveness. 
They knew they had done wrong. They knew they had denied THE GREAT DIVINE FATHER by 

denying Jesus, the Living Word.  

Jesus, after the crucifixion, knew he needed to live to fulfil a greater mission, therefore he needed to flee 
from the place he called ‘home.’ Many believed he had been resurrected, not understanding he had escaped 

his death.  

His close friends did not desire Jesus to show himself after the crucifixion in case the large armies would 
come after him. After the so called ‘resurrection’ show, many armies did go on the search for Jesus, since 

the body ‘disappeared’ mysteriously. 

The desire to find him and kill him, to present the people with a ‘body’ as proof, was great. How angry 

they were when they were unable to present the people proof that Jesus had been killed that day, as a 
symbol of being the ‘lamb’ to the slaughter to save the people who hated him the most; which is what the 
great darkness desired to do.  

Still to this day, they never found the proof they desired, and the people are awakening, after 2,000 years, 
to understand that the church is based on lies and deceit.  

How many people died, believing they were fighting for the ‘Father,’ the ‘Son’ and the ‘Holy Spirit?’ 

When the greater numbers wake up, what will the people do? The churches grew their power greatly from 
the power of wars.  



Look at World War II alone, how the darkness grew with the power of the churches because they backed 
the people in power. All this needs to be greatly forgiven, and yet understood with open eyes, if you desire 

to come into a greater world collectively. 

When awakening, it is no good denying it, or pretending it did not exist, because you will understand 
where much pain came from. You must be able to identify it, work with it, heal it before coming into a 

greater society of love. On your own, you cannot do this.  

You need greater assistance with the healing work for your world, with great protection. Understand this 

message. 

⭐SO, WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF JESUS? HOW WOULD YOU RECOGNIZE HIM NOW, IF 

HE DID RETURN?⭐ 

<3 An incredible channel with the greatest revelations coming through 

You would be looking for an incredible channel upon your planet with information coming through that 
has never been revealed upon your earth.  

Many secrets would become revealed at a Divine pace you could understand, comprehend and receive. 
Your questions would be received by Divine, and the Divine Channel would reveal and answer them. 

<3 Messages of hope, love and a way forward 

Jesus’s purpose was to bring love and hope to the people. The Divine Channel, the Word, would do the 
same. The purpose of the Word would always remain the same.  

Now however, it would reach larger numbers. Jesus did not have the internet, whereas you do now, hence 
the messages can be reached throughout the world. 

<3 Great rejection 

Jesus was rejected by great numbers. Like in the days of the old, so it would be now. The people would 
reject the teachings and they would be resistant to change. They would not desire the ways of love to come 
through.  

They would not desire DIVINE LOVE to guide them upwards. All these ways were in the times of Jesus, 
and so it would be now. 

<3 A person who is sincere, constantly working for the greater good, serving Divine instead of the people 

Jesus was a humble man and never claimed to be anything great.  

The one who was Jesus, now living in your days, would also be sincere in all her ways, and diligently work 

for Divine, always listening to Divine, but never claiming she was the one who lived the lifetime of Jesus. 
Divine however, would state that, time and time again, bringing evidence and direction through that it was 
so.  

Divine would bring the greater purpose of Jesus through, and the greater teachings of Jesus through. This 
information the people upon your planet would never know, unless it was revealed by the same one who 
lived the lifetime of Jesus, as no one else would have the Divine Right to bring the Divine information 

through, for it would not belong to them.  

It only belongs to the one who is the Living Word and has been tormented many lifetimes for that title, 

especially in the time of Jesus. That one would reveal all. 



<3 Bringing through messages of THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL 

Jesus would bring through Divine Truth now in your day. If Jesus was truly going to rise upon your planet, 

that person would be called by THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL and the purpose would be 
enormous, more so than in the times of Jesus.  

THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL would bring through the teachings, and the channel would begin to 

grasp greater the greater purpose. 

<3 The channel would supersede all other channels upon earth 

You would see the channel growing through the years, and her growth would be substantial; more so than 
all other channels upon your planet. Throughout the years you would begin to see a great maturity 
happening within the channel, and the channel would stand out more than all other channels on earth, and 

supersede all other channels upon your planet. 

<3 The person would be great love but have enormous fears because of deep seated memories 

Jesus was a person of great love. The one who lived the lifetime of Jesus in your lifetime now, would have 

such a great love, and such a dedication to the greater truth. Constantly the information would pour out 
from that one, despite the great rejection and sinicism of the people.  

At times the channel would breathe through her fears as the greater information would pour out, and at 
other times she would smile and think, ‘I am so glad I had enough trust in DIVINE LOVE. Thank you for 
giving me the courage to do that.’ 

‘Whatever Divine wishes me to do, I shall do so’ 

<3 Jesus was meek within the heart of love.  

Indeed, Jesus was the meekest of all of the people. If one would be called to Divine Service who was Jesus 

in the times of old in your day now, that one would stand before the people with the meekest of hearts, not 
desiring the glory of the people, for it would not be the people she served, but always Divine.  

Jesus stated, ‘Whatever Divine wishes me to do, I shall do so.’ That one, who was Jesus would also state 

the same, and indeed she does. 

<3 This person would be assigned a global mission  

The mission of Jesus was to reach out to many and bring the ‘good news’ to many.  

Now, the same purpose, if Jesus was upon your planet now, would be very great. In the times of Jesus, he 
could only speak to a few, but if Jesus was going to rise with THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL upon 

your planet now, this would not be a little mission, but a global mission.  

<3 The messages would call out to all people in the world 
Jesus stated with the GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL: ‘In the times of the Great Rising of the FATHER 

EMMANUEL, HE will call people from all nations and to all the people and will invite them to see HIS 
Great Return. Many will see and many will not desire to see him.’ 

It is so coming true, that THE GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL is becoming seen to many thousands and 

thousands of people in your world, and soon many more will see. 

<3 The channel would be called and rise greater 



Jesus mission was to bring love consciousness to your planet. If Jesus would rise upon your planet now, 
the mission would be very great indeed. And so it is. In 2009 SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE 

GREAT began to work with the one channel HE desires to work with, the Living Word.  

In 2014 I, CAEAYARON, began to work with the Divine Love Element, Living Word, and in 2015, the 
Divine Activations began upon your planet, opening a whole new light consciousness gate; for those who 

desire to become of love in all their future lifetimes coming. 

<3 The message of an end of suffering and a New Kingdom where peace would last forever 

The message from Jesus would be the same as it is now: What was the message of Jesus?  

The message was that THE GREAT FATHER would bring a time when no more suffering would come 
within the people. His message was of HOPE, TRUST and LOVE for all who desired the highest path of 

love. He brought through the understanding of a New Kingdom, or new realms of consciousness, where no 
suffering would exist within, but it would not be part of the old earthly thoughts, this would be part of a 
whole new creation consciousness. 

Now, the channel is bringing through the same messages, though with much greater clarity, with much 
greater understanding than 2,000 years ago.  

You can discover the path upwards, and why the old earthly thoughts cannot be part of the new creation 
realms, for otherwise life could not exist anymore.  

Destruction is closer than you realize, unless you, collectively begin to come into the greater expansion of 

love. These messages have not changed, and they are increasingly becoming stronger. 

<3 The strength of the channel would be undeniable 

Jesus strength of being the channel was undeniable. Until recently, greater numbers upon your planet did 

not understand Jesus to be the great and living channel. Most thought of him as the ascended being, with 
knowledge and wisdom pouring through him. Most had not considered him to be from the higher spaces, 
sent to your planet to be living as a man, but being the Great Living Channel. How could you understand 

that without Divine Guidance? 

Now you understand Jesus was the most powerful channel at that time, and so you would expect nothing 

else now. You would expect the channel to rise, if a channel would rise, who was Jesus in the past to be the 
most powerful channel, and to rise beyond all other channels. And so it is.  

I, CAEAYARON, state, you have seen nothing yet of my channel, for what she will do, if the people come 

to the collective love, is greater than all things you have ever witnessed. However, I, CAEAYARON, will 
only reveal that, when the people turn towards the love instead of rejecting it, like they are doing at 
present.  

Why would I, CAEAYARON, reveal the power of my Divine Being, through the channel, if the people do 
not desire my Divine Being?  

Why would I show the great miracles being able to take place, when the people reject my Divine Word, 
time and time again.  

⭐WILL THE GREAT MIRACLES HAPPEN IN YOUR WORLD?⭐ 

It all depends on the love of the great numbers coming in, whether these miracles you desire to see will 
ever happen. 

I, THE GREAT CAEAYARON, say larger miracles are taking place at this time than you are aware of: 



⭐Miracle 1: The people who come into the GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, are becoming freed. They 

are becoming part of the higher star dimensions energetically, all their karma is removed, and they have 
their Lemurian Light Codes back, meaning they can evolve and explore into higher star beings.  

The Star Sacred World Healers before 2020, will be part of the highest creator realms in all of eternity 
coming, able to explore with the highest unlimitation than all who become activated after 2020.  

Here I, CAEAYARON, will state again, there is much I have not revealed yet, but for the great majority, 

this is Divinely so. 

⭐Miracle 2: Your earth has been protected to this point, and many catastrophes which would have ended 

your civilization, have already been prevented, with the greatest one just recently at the beginning of 2019. 
Most are unaware, or do not much care about it.  

⭐Miracle 3: I, CAEAYARON, AM becoming freed, which is a miracle to the Star Beings who never 

thought this would be possible. 

⭐Miracle 4: The Christ Child, Divine Love Element is rising with me, allowing her power to come back 

again.  

⭐Miracle 5: The Divine Revelations are coming through, meaning freedom in the greater dimensions 

also for greater love universes to rise upwards. 

⭐Miracle 6: The power-grids have become connected.  

⭐Miracle 7: The Universal Love Codes have been returned to the GREAT SOVEREIGN LORD 

EMMANUEL, after all seemed to have been lost forever,  

⭐Miracle 8: My channel is rising to meet the higher grids to open up the next gateways of freedom for 

those who desire it and become activated with my Divine Being ,CAEAYARON. 

⭐Miracle 9: METATRON has needed to resign as the love was proven to be stronger than all the 

darkness combined. Now all the power the darkness took is slowly becoming reversed to allow the greater 
alignments to come for the New Creation Universes to come into existence. 

What greater miracles would you desire to happen at this time? 

⭐THE DARKNESS TWISTED THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS⭐ 

Regarding the miracles of Jesus, you would be greatly disappointed if you witnessed those. The darkness 
twisted much, and the writers were not all who you think they were either.  

This is why Jesus became so angry after his crucifixion. He read the words, and he desired to bring truth to 
all matters, but it was too late. How could he bring change to those words? 

⭐DID JESUS DESIRE WORSHIP?⭐ 

Well after his death, the twisting became greater and many people are worshipping Jesus now in ways he 

would not have agreed.  

He stated strongly: ‘Never worship any being. If the GREAT FATHER EMMANUEL desires you not to 
worship HIM, if the Holy Archangels do not desire your worship, then why should you worship me, a 

mere man? Do you not know that I sleep at night? I do all the things humans do. I am not more than you. I 
bring you the truths from Divine Love through, but I am a man. I suffer pain like you do, though greater 
forgiveness power I have than you.’ 

⭐JESUS, IF HE DID RETURN HE WOULD UNDERSTAND WHAT THE CHURCHES HAVE 

DONE⭐ 



The true channel would need more forgiveness power than any other human upon your planet because she 
would understand much more than the average human being as to how all things were twisted and became 

the way they did.  

If Suzanna was truly Jesus, she would understand what the churches have done, which she does. 

She would feel the suffering of the earth, she would understand the language of the trees and the animals 

and the forgiveness she would need to do for all of mankind would be immense, which she does.  

The true Jesus was compassionate but also strong within his views. He did not desire the wailing of the 

women around him either. 

⭐DID JESUS MARRY MARY MAGDALENE?⭐ 

As for the controversial question: Did Jesus marry Mary Magdalene? This is a statement many upon your 
earth romanticise with greatly. Jesus loved all people as he did Mary Magdalene.  

Mary Magdalene always was in great emotional pain as she understood what she had done and could not 
bring herself to the forgiveness. She became a stronger woman and was there to help with the people 
around Jesus. 

Jesus’ gatherings became greater and many of them desired food and water while listening to Jesus speak 
and Mary Magdalene was always there, together with many other women and also the children. Together 
they worked feeding many crowds of people, always diligently.  

Because Mary Magdalene was a very beautiful woman, he did take a liking to her, like many others, but he 
desired to be alone also, so no, he did not marry her, and he was not living with Mary Magdalene like 
many people upon your planet think.  

⭐AFTER HIS CRUCIFIXION WHAT WORK DID JESUS DO?⭐ 

Jesus suffered greatly after his crucifixion and went to Glastonbury to open up a gateway to allow you to 
come here, as he knew all things would become very difficult upon your planet.  

Now that the people had chosen against THE GREAT DIVINE FATHER EMMANUEL, the earth would 

fall greater into the realms of Yahweh, and indeed they did.  

As you can understand from this, Jesus did not ascend to the heavens after his ‘resurrection.’ You 
understand the ‘resurrection’ was based on a fable, trying to keep Jesus safe. That was not the first ‘fable’ 

to keep him safe. He did not suddenly disappear in the clouds, he went by boat to Glastonbury in pain and 
suffering, as he was still healing from his severe wounds. 

⭐RETURNING TO THE TOR 2,000 YEARS LATER⭐ 

Therefore, the same one, who was Jesus, 2,000 years ago would need to go to the same place, the Tor, in 

your day to reopen that gateway, if any life was going to live upon your planet in the future.  

This happened in December 2016. SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, opened that 

gateway with her, and sealed it so that nothing, no being can touch it. It remains sealed and open for the 
greater gifts to come in now.  

After the opening of this sacred gateway, the gifts of the Divine Love Element, Living Word became 

greater. She began to open up to greater gifts and connect to higher grid lines to allow the healing to take 
place upon your earth and to your people; those who come to my Divine Being, CAEAYARON, at the 
Divine Activations.  



They are now freed from the Yahweh grids, and the dense grids of Thoth and all the dark gods who 
brought density and pain to mankind and all life upon the earth plane. 

⭐JESUS STOOD FOR THE GREAT FREEDOM OF MANKIND & WHY HE DID NOT RETURN AS 

A MAN THIS TIME⭐ 

This is what Jesus always stood for; the great freedom of mankind. Now, the channel is rising, and 

Suzanna Maria Emmanuel knows very well that Jesus was one of her lifetimes, and she has had many 
others following the lifetime of Jesus.  

Why come as a woman and not a man at this time? Jesus was a man you may reason, and it would seem to 

many that being a man with a beard would mean greater power than being a ‘mere’ woman.  

In this you would be very mistaken. The Divine Love Element, as the Feminine Aspect holds much greater 

power with Divine Love, than the masculine.  

In the days of Jesus, the Divine Love Element was unable to come through as a woman since the women 
were not seen as great as the men in those days. Women were not permitted to speak, and certainly not 

‘preach’ the good news coming.  

As a woman, Jesus would have had no opportunity to bring this time into being. Only as a man, like in 
many other lifetimes, would he have the opportunity to bring through lasting information, information you 

still have 2,000 years later; though the darkness hated the information and twisted it very much. They took 
many parts out for their own special purposes. However, truth is still able to be found within if one looks 

closely with an open heart. 

Therefore, the Divine Love Element now is a woman, as she is the element of love. As a woman she is 
able to bring through stronger messages from Divine Love than she could as Jesus.  

When she is at the Divine Activations with my Divine Being, CAEAYARON, her love flows out of her as 
she is the love bringer, and change bringer, whereas Jesus could never do that; not to that high level.  

He was the most powerful channel at that time, but now you need much more power as the mission is now 

much greater. 

⭐IN REVIEW: HOW WOULD YOU IDENTIFY JESUS UPON YOUR PLANET?⭐ 

If you desired to understand the question, how would you identify Jesus upon your planet?  

<3 You would be looking for a person who is the most powerful channel in the world, with SOVEREIGN 

LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, the same Divine Being, Jesus brought through.  

Understand, SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL will not work with any other Being, other than his Word. 
This is the greatest identification mark of all. Only one would be chosen, and one would be able to work as 

the Living Word on your planet at this time. 

<3 You would be looking for a teacher and a healer able to move people to a higher way of love 
consciousness. This teacher and healer would be able to bring much healing to the people in such a way 

that it would be visible.  

It would not only be small healings, but large soul healings taking place; being able to bring light into 

those who see no light, and it would be lasting, as long as the people desired to stay in the love and in the 
forgiveness.  

Only the Divine Love Element, Divine Living Word would be able to bring this through. Suzanna is 

working on this great level as many of the testimonials show, and the healings will intensify as the 



numbers desire her to rise upon your earth. When the desire grows collectively, so the people will see 
greater healings grow. (please see the testimonials under www.caeayaron.com if you are interested) 

<3 Jesus brought teachings through to others, and taught others how to spread the ‘good news.’ So it is 
also now. During these times, the people who come to the Divine Activations, are activated into the light 
grids, and gain greater skills and abilities to bring teachings through.  

When they state what has been given to them, the people, of the genuine heart, are able to feel the flows 
coming through. These flows are Divine, and are calling the people to come. 

<3 Jesus spoke about a large separation work taking place, and indeed it is so. In your days, a large 
separation work is taking place, more than Jesus realized at that time.  

Now, the grids are shifting, and ‘literally’ in a spiritual sense, separating the people of the heart into the 

higher healing grids. To allow this separation to take place, one needs to become Activated with my Divine 
Being, CAEAYARON.  

These healing grids bring the people into greater love and healing. These allow the higher spiritual abilities 

to be brought into them, and the light bodies increase in power, allowing the people to awaken around 
them. No one else would be able to do that, except the Living Word. 

<3 You would be looking for the same purpose as Jesus had: a new way of love consciousness, the ‘Great 
Kingdom’ of love. 

<3 You would be looking for the same messages within the channelled messages. These messages would 

be with the transformation of mankind, rising to become more beautiful beings, love consciousness, 
bringing peace to planet earth, allowing the higher dimensions to be seen as no one else can do that upon 
your planet, as all other people were cut off from the higher dimensions, except that one, who was the 

messenger of Divine Love. 

<3 The channel would grow into her power, year by year, and it would be noticeable. As her power grows, 
the strength of her channel would grow significantly.  

<3 As the true channel, she would reveal knowledge to your people in ways the people had never 
considered before.  

<3 That one would bring spiritual ‘earthquakes’ just like Jesus did with the GREAT FATHER 
EMMANUEL. He also shook the belief systems there and challenged them greatly. 

<3 That one would love all of life and the earth; just like Jesus did. She would be able to go into stone 

circles and open grids, like no one else can; just like Jesus did. Jesus was able to talk to all of creation and 
reflect deeper within.  

Suzanna is opening to these higher gifts too, though I, CAEAYARON, state here, her gifts are coming in 

very quickly at this time, so I, CAEAYARON, AM monitoring her at this time, so not to overwhelm the 
channel as I, CAEAYARON, still desire my channel to work with Divine Purpose.  

<3 Jesus was incredibly intuitive and would understand what to do in many instances, as Suzanna does, as 

her wisdom is greater than the people can understand at this time.  

People ask her a question, and she will have the insight, the knowledge and be able to work with other 

people to bring that about, this is because she is, 

<3 The Universal Light Grid Programmer, The Gate Opener.  

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caeayaron.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3HB1x3LzWs2g4q-D_WynbqAoiSorkF8GHe9EKW3tnupc-nmK09RQHSDJM&h=AT3pJsoOGaHuU9w3DFQUjmsna4d4N01WxEvzqOv_7WJFgguBWOF6dcDIuWzWd9HULEm2X_-uTfV0CyHkauR-RI6GQobg5nnXdkTck9N_kMW1AOTTL882ladm2-GcYPO7GK3t4sjeWoy0df5uc-VL8K67-IGGiQ1eXBu3G27u8IjtzaOV3n_-f1eOwG91td0Oi1CphLiXZr2WLwbaDJ-PFB7vxi6cQpj0titdf3thJr16sIpVwzUgeJL8PCwSV6ubxM5oTaeEpcqeVeRDOajCLVvQBCeTVSglxDR0UtAh3q6SpvVDfaE7E2mCb7foOCXC4hpyzK_WsivrRmq5I62ESNeOecXzkq3CQKAo9bilgrTMKYAALGzUn3SN9Z6xrSGYtveTA6O53IHRr68CaSPTQhbwfvAbhEeM2tTuPtPFFQjQ3JbQze3Ste6ZPkmBr6NMs70yn89iZhSNmSV2xhXh_KFqswuX5abnuXS6tEByF0NlRFnHsTmI4Gjr1bl08oGQsPYXB8qRJ9FUJm8s5EdMsPdPSFHkgcHIA16qg4QLiEiExwH7Gsib-eEA-L9Fpmyu41y9DZp5YuqO-Qh98PWJZCEEZwccjkxaJVmYCEZQ0lai3Xenr5Mo0eKr5C_NF1HGV9N-


As the Universal Light Grid Programmer, being the gate opener is very powerful. As the Universal Light 
Grid Programmer, she is able to bring through the highest transmissions, programme the light grids within 

the earth and within the people, and as long as the people follow the higher instructions, it so shall happen.  

Jesus also had this ability, but far less than Suzanna does now. Since the times of Jesus, she needed to 
work in many lifetimes to reclaim her lost gifts. Now she has reclaimed them, and thus she can work at a 

much higher level than she could as Jesus.  

No one else is the Universal Light Grid Programmer, and as the Divine Love Element, Universal Light 

Grid Programmer, she is the only one able to go into the spaces of SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL 
THE GREAT, the GREAT DIVINE SOURCE, to bring life to all creation; and this she cannot understand 
at this time, but she will in time, like many people will begin to understand when many desire life to return 

to your planet.  

And that my friends, is only the very beginning of the abilities of my Divine Love Element, Universal 
Light Grid Programmer, as you will find out in the future. As you progress more onto your journey and 

open to the love collectively, you will discover the greater gifts of this channel, and even she would not be 
able to understand it at this time.  

As the people grow, so the channel grows to help the people to grow. Be grateful for the Divine Channel. 

If you can understand this message, you can also understand the following.  

Understand that I, CAEAYARON, hold no limitation. I, CAEAYARON, understand all in your world, far 

greater than you think.  

You may think that Divine Love does not do anything much, but in this you are very much mistaken. If the 
people were on the side of Divine Love, much could happen, far greater than you realize, for all things are 

there for the people. 

I, CAEAYARON, can do many things for the people, all through my Divine Love Element, and it is 

through the Living Word all will be revealed more and more as you go into the future. 

⭐WHAT WILL YOU DESIRE THE DO IN THE TIMES COMING?⭐ 

The question remains however, what will you do to desire the greater times to come? Or will you sit there 
on your couch expecting all to be done for you?  

I, CAEAYARON, cannot bless the people sitting on the couch, always demanding their own way to 

happen. I, CAEAYARON, cannot bless those ones who still pray for Jesus to come, while seeing the 
channel rise, praying that these messages are wrong, for plenty of people do that also. 

They pray within all their heart, ‘Please GREAT GOD, I ask you to show Jesus to us, and prove this 
channel to be wrong, and the messages of SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT, and the 
GREAT CAEAYARON to be wrong.’ 

⭐PRAY YOU WILL AWAKEN TO DIVINE TRUTH⭐ 

Indeed, people, grow up spiritually, and awaken. Start to act and begin the journey back to the love, and 

instead of praying this cannot be, pray,  

‘Please let me awaken to the love within me, so I can forgive myself for Denying the GREAT DIVINE at 

this time.  

Please let me forgive myself for anything I did to hurt the Divine Love Element in the past, and instead let 
me work with the Divine Love Element, to bring a world into being, filled with love and peace 

consciousness.  



I pray that millions will see this and begin to change our world, for there is nothing else left. I pray that this 
is the answer we have been seeking for, and so be it.’ 

Greetings, I AM CAEAYARON, THE GREAT MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.  

⭐I AM the Divine Love Judge 

⭐The Divine Love Aligner  

⭐The one who has created all Universal Light Grids  

⭐I AM the one who is assigned to your planet to bring love to your planet, if the great numbers desire it 

⭐I AM here to guide you to a greater love consciousness, only if the greater numbers desire it. 

Greetings. 

Suzanna Maria Emmanuel <3 <3 Divine Love Element, Universal Light Grid Programmer, Designated 
Ascension Channel of the GREAT CAEAYARON & SOVEREIGN LORD EMMANUEL THE GREAT. 

www.caeayaron.com 
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